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Probes of dark halos in outskirts of Milky Way:   

       Panoramic optical spectroscopy to secure      
kinematic and chemical signatures of DM    



The dark matter puzzle

The dark matter puzzle is fundamental:  
dark matter leads to the formation of 
structure and galaxies in our universe 

We have a standard model of CDM, 
from ‘precision cosmology’ (CMB, 
LSS): however, measurement ≠ 
understanding 

For ~85% of matter in the universe 
is of unknown nature



What do we know about the dark matter?

So far, we mostly have “negative” 
information 

Constraints from astrophysics and 
searches for new particles: 

No colour charge 

No electric charge 

No strong self-interaction 

Stable, or very long-lived

Background | Probing dark matter through gravity

N-body

[Assume something 
about dark matter, 

cosmology, and galaxy 
formation]

COLD WARM HOT

Observation
[e.g. rotation curves; lensing; 

galaxy counts etc.]

CMB Cold Warm Hot

Probing dark matter through gravity



What do we know about the dark matter?

• The mass and cross section span many orders of magnitude

Hidden sector
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How to detect Weakly Interacting Massive Particles

Direct detection 

nuclear recoils from elastic scattering


dependance on A, J; annual modulation, 
directionality


local density and v-distribution


Indirect detection 

high-energy neutrinos, gammas, charged CRs


look at over-dense regions in the sky


astrophysics backgrounds difficult


Accelerator searches 

missing ET, mono-‘objects’, etc


can it establish that the new particle is the DM?

high-energy neutrinos, gammas, charged CRs 
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WIMP detection in the laboratory

By searching for collisions of invisibles 
particles with atomic nuclei => Evis  (q ~ 
tens of MeV) 

Need very low energy thresholds 

Need ultra-low backgrounds, good 
background understanding (no “beam off” 
data collection mode) and discrimination 

Need large detector masses

Evis
N

N

X X v/c ~0.75 x 10-3

ER =
q2

2mN
< 30 keV



What do we expect in a terrestrial detector?

Particle/nuclear physicsAstrophysics Detector physics
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Astrophysics

From cosmological simulations of (DM only) 
galaxy formation: departures from the simplest 
case of a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution

=> WIMP flux on Earth: ~105 cm-2s-1 (MW=100 GeV, for 0.3 GeV/cm3)

Velocity distribution of WIMPs in the galaxy

Survey by J. Read, J.Phys. G41 (2014) 063101 

Local DM velocity PDF Vogelsberger et al. 2009

800 M. Vogelsberger et al.

the short dynamical time at the solar radius (about 1 per cent of
the Hubble time). This results in very efficient mixing of unbound
material and the stripping of all initially bound objects to a small
fraction of the maximum mass they may have had in the past (see
Vogelsberger et al. 2008, for a discussion of these processes). Note
that the actual density of DM in the solar neighbourhood and the
shape of the equidensity surfaces of the Milky Way’s DM distri-
bution will depend on how the gravitational effects of the baryonic
components have modified structure during the system’s formation.
Unfortunately, the shape of the inner DM halo of the Milky Way
is poorly constrained observationally (Helmi 2004; Law, Johnston
& Majewski 2005). The dissipative contraction of the visible com-
ponents probably increased the density of the DM component and
made it more axisymmetric (e.g. Gnedin et al. 2004; Kazantzidis
et al. 2004) but these processes are unlikely to affect the level of
small-scale structure. The very smooth behaviour we find in our
pure DM haloes should apply also to the more complex real Milky
Way.

4 V E L O C I T Y D I S T R I BU T I O N S

The velocity distribution of DM particles near the Sun is also an
important factor influencing the signal expected in direct detection
experiments. As mentioned in the Introduction, most previous work
has assumed this distribution to be smooth, and either Maxwellian
or multivariate Gaussian. Very different distributions are possible
in principle. For example, if the local density distribution is a su-
perposition of a relatively small number of DM streams, the local
velocity distribution would be effectively discrete with all particles
in a given stream sharing the same velocity (Sikivie, Tkachev &
Wang 1995; Stiff, Widrow & Frieman 2001; Stiff & Widrow 2003).
Clearly, it is important to understand whether such a distribution
is indeed expected, and whether a significant fraction of the local
mass density could be part of any individual stream.

We address this issue by dividing the inner regions of each of our
haloes into cubic boxes 2 kpc on a side, and focusing on those boxes
centred between 7 < r < 9 kpc from halo centre. In Aq-A-1, each
2 kpc box contains 104 to 105 particles, while in the level-2 haloes
they contain an order of magnitude fewer. For every box, we cal-
culate a velocity dispersion tensor and study the distribution of the
velocity components along its principal axes. In almost all boxes,
these axes are closely aligned with those the ellipsoidal equidensity
contours discussed in the last section. We also study the distribution
of the modulus of the velocity vector within each box. The upper
four panels of Fig. 2 show these distributions of a typical 2 kpc
box at the solar circle in Aq-A-1 (solid red lines). Here, and in the
following plots, we normalize distributions to have unit integral.
The black dashed lines in each panel show a multivariate Gaussian
distribution with the same mean and dispersion along each of the
principal axes. The difference between the two distributions in each
panel is plotted separately just above it. This particular box is quite
typical, in that we almost always find the velocity distribution to
be significantly anisotropic, with a major axis velocity distribution
which is platykurtic, and distributions of the other two components
which are leptokurtic. Thus, the velocity distribution differs signifi-
cantly from Maxwellian, or even from a multivariate Gaussian. The
individual velocity components have very smooth distributions with
no sign of spikes due to individual streams. This also is a feature
which is common to almost all our 2 kpc boxes. It is thus surprising
that the distribution of the velocity modulus shows clear features
in the form of bumps and dips with amplitudes of several tens of
per cent.
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Figure 2. Top four panels: velocity distributions in a 2 kpc box at the
solar circle for halo Aq-A-1. v1, v2 and v3 are the velocity components
parallel to the major, intermediate and minor axes of the velocity ellipsoid;
v is the modulus of the velocity vector. Red lines show the histograms
measured directly from the simulation, while black dashed lines show a
multivariate Gaussian model fit to the individual component distributions.
Residuals from this model are shown in the upper part of each panel. The
major axis velocity distribution is clearly platykurtic, whereas the other
two distributions are leptokurtic. All three are very smooth, showing no
evidence for spikes due to individual streams. In contrast, the distribution
of the velocity modulus, shown in the upper left-hand panel, shows broad
bumps and dips with amplitudes of up to 10 per cent of the distribution
maximum. Lower panel: velocity modulus distributions for all 2 kpc boxes
centred between 7 and 9 kpc from the centre of Aq-A-1. At each velocity,
a thick red line gives the median of all the measured distributions, while a
dashed black line gives the median of all the fitted multivariate Gaussians.
The dark and light blue contours enclose 68 and 95 per cent of all the
measured distributions at each velocity. The bumps seen in the distribution
for a single box are clearly present with similar amplitude in all boxes, and
so also in the median curve. The bin size is 5 km s−1 in all plots.

C⃝ 2009 The Authors. Journal compilation C⃝ 2009 RAS, MNRAS 395, 797–811
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Dark matter only (DMO) simulations
Dark matter density profile in cosmological MW-like galaxy 
simulations with baryons (Eris) and DM only (ErisDark)

Pillepich, Kuhlen, Guedes, Madau, The 
Astrophysical Journal 784, 2014
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particles contained in this ROI (thick black line), as well
as the baryonic components (cyan lines). For compari-
son, we also plot a spherical density profile obtained by
binning in spherical shells all DM particles in Eris (thin
black line) and ErisDark (dashed magenta line).
The Eris galaxy is baryon dominated inward of 12.5

kpc. DM makes up only slightly more than half (55.5%)
of the enclosed mass within a spherical radius of 8 kpc,
implying that the circular velocity at 8 kpc is sourced in
about equal parts by DM and baryons. The local DM
density at 8 kpc in the disk plane is 0.42 GeV cm�3

(spanning between 0.82 and 0.27 GeV cm�3 in the 6-
10 kpc range) and it contributes only 27.5% of the total
matter density at this radius. The most recent obser-
vational constraints on the local DM density span from
1.25+0.30

�0.34 GeV cm�3 (Garbari et al. 2011) to 0.3 ± 0.1
GeV cm�3 (Bovy & Tremaine 2012), with large uncer-
tainties due to modeling assumptions: in this respect,
Eris’ local DM density appears in good agreement with
observationally inferred estimates. The total baryonic
content in Eris’ ROI (spanning between 2.7 and 0.6 GeV
cm�3 in the 6-10 kpc range) appears lower than the re-
sults from the Hipparcos satellite reported by Holmberg
& Flynn (2000), who derive an estimate of the local dy-
namical mass density of 0.1M� pc�3 = 3.75 GeV cm�3

to be compared with the measurement of 0.095M� pc�3

= 3.56 GeV cm�3 in visible disk matter only 2. While
this tension depends on the e↵ective thickness of Eris’
baryonic disk (still inevitably pu↵ed up compared to the
Milky Way because of resolution), it should be noticed
that the total surface density for |z| <1.1 kpc at 8 kpc
(48 M�pc�2) is remarkably consistent with the range of
local surface densities recently derived by Bovy & Rix
(2013).
Interestingly, the local DM density in the disk is about

31% higher than the spherically averaged DM density
at 8 kpc in the ErisDark simulation (0.32 GeV cm�3),
even though in ErisDark all of the matter is treated as
DM, while in Eris 17% is baryonic. This increase in the
local DM density is the result of a contraction due to the
dissipational processes occurring during the formation of
the Galactic disk. The local disk DM density in Eris is
also higher (by 34%) than its spherical average (0.31GeV
cm�3), indicating that at 8 kpc this contraction occurred
primarily in the plane of the disk rather than globally.
This conclusion is further strengthened by a compari-

son of the ellipsoidal shapes of the dark matter density
distributions in Eris and ErisDark. We followed the itera-
tive method described in Kuhlen et al. (2007) and applied
it to particles between 6 and 10 kpc from the host halo’s
center. As is typical for halos in dissipationless DM-only
simulations (e.g. Allgood et al. 2006), the ErisDark halo
is quite prolate, with intermediate-to-minor axis ratio
q = 0.53 and minor-to-major axis ratio s = 0.45. As ex-
pected (Katz & Gunn 1991; Dubinski 1994; Kazantzidis
et al. 2004; Abadi et al. 2010), the inclusion of dissipa-

2 The total baryonic density in Eris’ disk declines by about 40%
by varying the ROI height from 1 to 4 times the force resolution,
where 0.490 kpc is our estimate for the scale height of Eris’ disk.
On the other hand, the local DM density is insensitive to the choice
of the ROI height, up to |z| <2 kpc: this suggests already that if
a dark disk can e↵ectively be identified, its vertical extension will
be much larger than the baryonic disk’s.

Fig. 1.— Density profiles as a function of galactocentric radius
in the midplane (|z| < 0.1 kpc) of the stellar disk. The thick black
line is for all DM particles in the disk region, and the cyan lines are
the baryonic components. The thin black line is the spherically-
averaged dark matter density profile, for which R refers to the 3D
radius, and the magenta dashed line is the same for the ErisDark
simulation. The shaded band indicates the region we considered
for the velocity distribution analysis.

tional baryonic physics results in a more axisymmetric
and rounder DM halo in Eris. It is oblate with q = 0.99
and s = 0.69, and its minor axis is aligned to within 1.5�

with the angular momentum vector of the stellar disk
(and to within 7� of ErisDark’s minor axis).

2.3. Velocity Distributions

Scattering rates at DM direct detection experiments
depend on the shape of the DM velocity distribution
f(~v) at Earth. The relevant length scale (R�) is far be-
low the resolution limit even of state-of-the-art numeri-
cal galaxy formation simulations (few 100 parsec), so we
are forced to take a coarse-grained spatial average. In
ultra-high resolution purely collisionless (DM only) sim-
ulations, spatial variations in f(~v) at 8 kpc have been
investigated on ⇠ kpc scales (Vogelsberger et al. 2009;
Kuhlen et al. 2010). These studies found some spatially
localized sharp velocity features due to the presence of
subhalos or tidal streams, but only with a low probabil-
ity of ⇠ 10�2. For the present work we thus neglect any
small scale variations and consider the velocity distribu-
tion determined from all particles in a cylindrical disk
annulus to be representative of f(~v) at Earth.
The annulus we consider is aligned with the stellar

disk and has |R � R�| < 2 kpc and |z| < 2 kpc.3 In
Eris this region contains 81,213 DM particles and 830,068
star particles. From these we calculate distributions of
the radial (v

R

), azimuthal (v
✓

), and vertical (v
z

) veloc-
ity components, as well as for the velocity modulus (|~v|).
These distributions are shown in Figure 2. All distribu-
tions are separately normalized to unity (

R
f(v

i

) dv
i

= 1),
and have been smoothed with a boxcar window of width
50 km s�1 in order to suppress numerical noise stemming
from low particle counts. The distribution of the star’s
v
✓

(cyan line in upper left panel) has been scaled down

3 Note that we have considerably extended the vertical extent
of the annulus ROI compared to the disk ROI used for the density
profiles (Sec. 2.2). This is necessary in order to get particle numbers
su�cient to determine velocity distribution.

⇢(R0) = 0.2� 0.56GeV cm�3 = 0.005� 0.015M� pc�3



• Use effective operators to describe WIMP-quark interactions


• Example: vector mediator


• The effective operator arises from integrating out the mediator 
with mass M and couplings gq and gX to the quark and the 
WIMP:

Particle Physics
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Scattering cross section

• In general, interactions leading to WIMP-nucleus scattering are parameterized as:


• scalar interactions (coupling to WIMP mass, from scalar, vector, tensor part of L)

• spin-spin interactions (coupling to the nuclear spin JN, from axial-vector part of L)
and 127I, we have performed calculations in the largest
spaces to date and with tested interactions. For 129;131Xe,
the comparison to previous results is discussed in detail
in Ref. [15]. For the dominant hSni values for 129;131Xe,
and the dominant hSpi value for 127I, the difference to
previous calculations of Refs. [13,20,22,23] is about 25%
(and 55% for 131Xe). We attribute these differences to the
sizable truncations of the valence spaces in those calcu-
lations and because the interactions used have not been
as well tested.

C. Structure factors

1. Isoscalar/isovector versus proton/neutron

The structure factor SAðpÞ can be decomposed in terms
of its isoscalar and isovector parts SijðpÞ, characterized by
the isoscalar and isovector couplings a0 and a1:

SAðpÞ ¼ a20S00ðpÞ þ a0a1S01ðpÞ þ a21S11ðpÞ: (32)

However, it is common in the literature to use the struc-
ture factors SpðpÞ and SnðpÞ, which are referred to as
‘‘proton-only’’ and ‘‘neutron-only,’’ respectively. They
are defined by the couplings a0 ¼ a1 ¼ 1 (‘‘proton-
only’’) and a0 ¼ %a1 ¼ 1 (‘‘neutron-only’’) and are thus
related to the isoscalar and isovector structure factors by

SpðpÞ ¼ S00ðpÞ þ S01ðpÞ þ S11ðpÞ; (33)

SnðpÞ ¼ S00ðpÞ % S01ðpÞ þ S11ðpÞ: (34)

The origin of the ‘‘proton/neutron-only’’ structure factors
can be understood from Eq. (31). When 2b currents are
neglected, at p ¼ 0 the ‘‘proton/neutron-only’’ structure
factors are determined entirely by the proton/neutron spin
expectation values. Moreover, when the higher-order iso-
vector parts in 1b currents are neglected, this separation
also holds for p > 0. Because for odd-mass nuclei there is
a clear hierarchy of the spin expectation values (with either
jhSnij & jhSpij or jhSpij & jhSnij), the proton/neutron
decomposition is useful to capture the dominant parts of
SAðpÞ. For this reason, and because it is common experi-
mentally, we will also largely consider the proton/neutron
decomposition here. This is merely a convenient choice of
a0, a1 couplings, but the notation ‘‘proton/neutron-only’’ is
misleading, because it does not imply that the coupling is
to protons/neutrons only. Strong interactions between nu-
cleons in 2b currents, as well as the isovector nature of
pseudoscalar and other Q2 1b currents, mean that WIMPs
effectively couple to protons and neutrons in nuclei. In fact,
with 2b currents, both SpðpÞ and SnðpÞ are determined by
the spin distribution of the odd species.

In the following, we present structure factors as a
function of u ¼ p2b2=2 with harmonic-oscillator length
b ¼ ðℏ=m!Þ1=2 and ℏ! ¼ ð45A%1=3 % 25A%2=3Þ MeV.
When 2b currents are included, we provide theoretical error

bands due to the uncertainties in WIMP currents in nuclei;
see Table II. This takes into account the uncertainties in
the low-energy couplings c3, c4 and in the density range
! ¼ 0:10 . . . 0:12 fm%3.
For 129Xe and 131Xe the predicted isoscalar/isovector

structure factors S00ðuÞ, S01ðuÞ, and S11ðuÞ were discus-
sed in detail in Ref. [15], and they were compared to the
previous calculations of Refs. [20,23] (see also Sec. IVB).
Here, we present in Fig. 6 the proton/neutron structure
factors SpðuÞ. At the 1b current level, the results at

p ¼ 0 are determined by the spin expectation values.
Chiral 2b currents provide important contributions to the
structure factors, especially for p & 100 MeV, where we
find in Fig. 6 a significant increase of SpðuÞ. This is because
with 2b currents, neutrons can contribute to the ‘‘proton-
only’’ (a0 ¼ a1 ¼ 1) coupling due to the axial "a1ðpÞ
contribution in Eq. (31). For SnðuÞ, 2b currents lead to a
small reduction in the structure factor, depending on the
momentum transfer. This is caused by the combined
effect of the axial "a1ðpÞ and the pseudoscalar "aP1 ðpÞ
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FIG. 6 (color online). Structure factors SpðuÞ (solid lines) and
SnðuÞ (dashed) for 129Xe (top panel) and 131Xe (bottom panel) as
a function of u ¼ p2b2=2. The harmonic-oscillator lengths are
b ¼ 2:2853 fm and b ¼ 2:2905 fm for 129Xe and 131Xe, respec-
tively. Results are shown at the 1b current level, and also include
2b currents. The estimated theoretical uncertainty is given by the
red [SpðuÞ] and blue [SnðuÞ] bands.
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A. Schwenk et al., PRD 88 (2013)
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FIG. 12. (color online). Same as Fig. 6 but for 134Xe.
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FIG. 13. (color online). Same as Fig. 6 but for 136Xe.

butions only from the L = 0 multipole and is model-
independent:

SS(0) = A2 c20
2J + 1

4⇡
. (9)

This reflects the well-known coherence of the contribu-
tions of all A nucleons in SI scattering. Consequently,
near u = 0 the spin-averaged structure factors are essen-
tially identical for all xenon isotopes, apart from small
variations in A2.

Because of angular momentum coupling, only L = 0
multipoles contribute to the structure factors of the even-
mass isotopes. As discussed in Sec. II, parity and time
reversal constrain the multipoles to even L for elastic
scattering, so that for 129Xe only L = 0, and for 131Xe
only L = 0, 2 contribute. For the latter isotope, we show
in Fig. 10 the separate contributions from L = 0 and
L = 2 multipoles. At low momentum transfers, which
is the most important region for experiment, the L =
0 multipole is dominant, because coherence is lost for
L > 0 multipoles. Only near the minima of the L = 0
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FIG. 14. (color online). Structure factor SS(u) for
128Xe (this

work, black dots) in comparison to the Helm form factor (solid
red line) [25] and to the structure factor from Fitzpatrick et
al. (dashed green line) [15].
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FIG. 15. (color online). Same as Fig. 14 but for 129Xe.

multipole at u ⇠ 1.7 and u ⇠ 4.4 is the L = 2 multipole
relevant, but the structure factor at these u values is
suppressed with respect to SS(0) by over four and six
orders of magnitude, respectively.
Finally, we list in Table II the coe�cients of the fits

performed to reproduce the calculated structure factors
for each isotope.

V. COMPARISON TO HELM FORM FACTORS
AND OTHER CALCULATIONS

In experimental SI WIMP scattering analyses the stan-
dard structure factor used to set limits on WIMP-nucleon
cross sections is based on the Helm form factor [25]. This
phenomenological form factor is not obtained from a de-
tailed nuclear structure calculation, but is based on the
Fourier transform of a nuclear density model, assumed to

A. Schwenk et  al.,  
arXiv 1412.6091 



Expected interaction rates
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Dark matter signatures
• Rate and shape of recoil spectrum depend on target material


• Motion of the Earth causes:


• temporal variation in rate: June - December ~ 2-10%


• directional modulation asymmetry: ~20-100% in forward-backward event rate

June

December

galactic planeCygnus

WIMP wind

v≈220 km/s

Drukier, Freese,  
Spergel 1986

2-4 keV

R. Bernabei et al, EPJ-C67 (2010)

D. Spergel 1988 

November 2, 2009 14:20 WSPC/INSTRUCTION FILE
cygnus2009Whitepaper

4 Battat et al.

Fig. 1. Hammer-Aito� projection of the WIMP flux in Galactic coordinates. A WIMP mass of
100 GeV has been assumed (from Ref. 12).

z

x

z

x

t = 0 h

t = 12 h

Cygnus

Fig. 2. (left) The daily rotation of the Earth introduces a modulation in recoil angle, as measured
in the laboratory frame. (right) Magnitude of this daily modulation for seven lab-fixed directions,
specified as angles with respect to the Earth’s equatorial plane. The solid line corresponds to zero
degrees, and the dotted, dashed, and dash-dot lines correspond to ±18�, ±54� and ±90�, with
negative angles falling above the zero degree line and positive angles below. The ±90� directions
are co-aligned with the Earth’s rotation axis and therefore exhibit no daily modulation. This
calculation assumes a WIMP mass of 100 GeV and CS2 target gas. (from Ref. 13).

the WIMP origin of the dark matter interaction candidate events.11 This is often
referred to as the materials signal. In practice, this would require the detection of a
large number of events with both targets (in order to measure the energy spectra),
the operation of experiments in similar background environments, and accurate
calculations of the nuclear form factors.



Expected backgrounds

• Cosmic rays & cosmic activation of detector materials


• Natural (238U, 232Th, 40K) & anthropogenic (85Kr, 137Cs) 
radioactivity


• Ultimately: solar, atmospheric and supernovae 
neutrinos

Cosmic rays: operate 
deep underground
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FIG. 1: Left: Relevant neutrino fluxes to the background of direct dark matter detection experiments: Solar, atmospheric, and
di↵use supernovae [22–24]. Right: Neutrino background event rates for a germanium based detector. The black dashed line
corresponds to the sum of the neutrino induced nuclear recoil event rates. Also shown is the similarity between the event rate
from a 6 GeV/c2 WIMP with a SI cross section on the nucleon of 4.4⇥ 10�45 cm2 (black solid line) and the 8B neutrino event
rate.
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corresponds to the neutrino flux. As it has
been shown in Ref. [17], the neutrino-nucleon elastic
interaction is theoretically well-understood within the
Standard Model, and leads to a coherence e↵ect imply-
ing a neutrino-nucleus cross section that approximately
scales as the atomic number (A) squared when the mo-
mentum transfer is below a few keV. At tree level, the
neutrino-nucleon elastic scattering is a neutral current
interaction that proceeds via the exchange of a Z boson.
The resulting di↵erential neutrino-nucleus cross section
as a function of the recoil energy and the neutrino en-
ergy is given by [18]:
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where m
N

is the nucleus mass, G
f

is the Fermi coupling
constant and Q

!

= N � (1 � 4 sin2 ✓
!

)Z is the weak
nuclear hypercharge with N the number of neutrons, Z
the number of protons, and ✓

!

the weak mixing angle.
The presence of the form factors describes the loss of
coherence at higher momentum transfer and is assumed
to be the same as for the WIMP-nucleus SI scattering.
Interestingly, as the CNS interaction only proceeds
through a neutral current, it is equally sensitive to all
active neutrino flavors.

In Fig. 1 (left panel), we present all the neutrino fluxes
that will induce relevant backgrounds to dark matter
detection searches. The di↵erent neutrino sources con-
sidered in this study are the sun, which generates high
fluxes of low energy neutrinos following the pp-chain [19]

and the possible CNO cycle [20, 21], di↵use supernovae
(DSNB) [22] and the interaction of cosmic rays with the
atmosphere [23] which induces low fluxes of high energy
neutrinos. As a summary of the neutrino sources used
in the following, we present in Table II the di↵erent
properties of the relevant neutrino families such as: the
maximal neutrino energy, the maximum recoil energy for
a Ge target nucleus and the overall flux normalization
and uncertainty. In order to most directly compare to
the analysis of Ref. [10], we use the standard solar model
BS05(OP) and the predictions on the atmospheric and
the DSNB neutrino fluxes from [23] and [22] respectively.

The di↵erent neutrino event rates are shown in Fig. 1
(right panel) for a Ge target. We can first notice that
the highest event rates are due to the solar neutrinos
and correspond to recoil energies below 6 keV. Indeed,
the 8B and hep neutrinos dominate the total neutrino
event rate for recoil energies between 0.1 and 8 keV
and above these energies, the dominant component is
the atmospheric neutrinos. Also shown, as a black solid
line, is the event rate from a 6 GeV/c2 WIMP with
a SI cross section on the nucleon of 4.4 ⇥ 10�45 cm2.
We can already notice that for this particular set of
parameters (m

�

,�SI), the WIMP event rate is very
similar to the one induced by the 8B neutrinos. As
discussed in the next section, this similarity will lead
to a strongly reduced discrimination power between
the WIMP and the neutrino hypotheses and therefore
dramatically a↵ect the discovery potential of upcoming
direct detection experiments.

Note that in this study we do not consider neutrino-
electron scattering, even though it is predicted to pro-
vide a substantial signal in future dark matter detectors.

pp



Room Temperature Scintillation Experiments

• To enhance the probability of visible light emission: add impurities = “activators”

• NaI (Tl): 20 eV to create e--hole pair, scintillation efficiency ~ 12%

!1 MeV yields 4 x 104 photons, with average energy of 3 eV

!dominant decay time of the scintillation pulse: 230 ns, !max = 415 nm

• No discrimination between electron- and nuclear recoils on event-by-event basis

• Experiments: DAMA-LIBRA/Italy, NAIAD/UK, ANAIS/Spain, KIMS/Korea 
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Basic Principles of mK Cryogenic Detectors

• A deposited energy E will produce a temperature rise !T given by:

!T =
E

C(T )
e
"
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C(T )

G(T )

C(T) = heat capacity of absorber

G(T)=thermal conductance of the link 

between the absorber and the 

reservoir at temperature T0

Normal metals: the electronic part 

of C(T) ! T, and dominates the heat capacity  

at low temperatures

Superconductors: the electronic part is 

proportional to exp(-Tc/T)

Tc = superconducting transition temperature

and is negligible compared to lattice 

contributions  for T<<Tc
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Direct Detection Techniques

Phonons

Charge

NaI: DAMA/LIBRA  
NaI: ANAIS 
CsI: KIMS

Light

LXe: XMASS 
LAr, LNe:  
DEAP/CLEAN

LXe: XENON, 
LUX, PandaX 
LAr: ArDM, 
DarkSide 

Ge, Si: CDMS 
Ge: EDELWEISS 

CaWO4,  Al2O3:  
CRESST 

C, F, I, Br:  
PICASSO, COUPP 
Ge: Texono, CoGeNT 
CS2,CF4, 3He: DRIFT  
DMTPC, MIMAC  
Ar+C2H6: Newage

Al2O3: CRESST-I 

WIMP WIMP

• Electron-hole pairs in a semiconductor

• 2.96 eV/e--h pair at 77 K

• motion of e--h in Efield => signal

!  relatively slow detectors (µs)

!  energy thresholds: ~ 2-10 keVee

• In general operated in vacuum-tight cryostats to suppress                                                                      

thermal conductivity between the crystal and the surrounding air

!  typical energy resolutions: 1 keV at 10 keV, 2-3 keV at 1 MeV

!  about 1/3 of energy of a nuclear recoil goes into ionization 

Germanium Ionization Experiments

valence band

Egap ! 0.7eV

Electron

energy
semiconductor

conduction band

n-type, coaxial HPGe-detector
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The WIMP landscape in 2015
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case, however, the exposure required to get 100 neutrino
background events is 2,150 ton-years. Given these expo-
sure numbers, it is likely that at high masses, in
the absence of a WIMP signal at higher cross sections,
discovery limits much below 10−48 cm2 will become
impractical due to the large exposures required even in
the Poisson-dominated regime.
As a final calculation, we have mapped out the WIMP

discovery limit across the 500 MeV=c2 to 10 TeV=c2,
shown in Fig. 12 (right). To cover this large WIMP mass
range, we combined the discovery limits of two Xe-based
pseudoexperiments with a threshold of 3 eV and 4 keV. To
ensure we are well into the systematics limited regime,
exposures were increased to obtain 500 neutrino events.
This line thus represents a hard lower discovery limit for
dark matter experiments. Interestingly, we can denote three
distinct features in the discovery limits coming from the
combination of 7Be and CNO neutrinos, 8B and hep
neutrinos and atmospheric neutrinos at WIMP masses of
0.5, 6, and above 100 GeV=c2 respectively. Also shown are
the current exclusion limits and regions of interest from
several experimental groups. If the potential WIMP signals
around 10 GeV=c2 are shown not to be from WIMPs, the
remaining available parameter space for WIMP discovery
is bounded at the top by the LUX Collaboration and at the
bottom by the neutrino background. Progress below this
line would require very large exposures, lower systematic

errors on the neutrino flux, detection of annual modulation,
and/or large directional detection experiments.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have examined the limitations on the discovery
potential of WIMPs in direct detection experiments due
to the neutrino backgrounds from the Sun, atmosphere,
and supernovae. We have specifically focused on experi-
ments that are only sensitive to energy deposition from
WIMPs. We have determined the minimum detectable
spin-independent cross section as a function of WIMP
mass over a wide range of masses from 500 GeV=c2 to
10 TeV=c2 that could lead to a significant dark matter
detection. WIMP-nucleon cross sections of ∼10−45 and
∼10−49 cm2 are the maximal sensitivity to light and heavy
WIMP dark matter respectively that direct detection
searches without directional sensitivity could reach,
given the uncertainties on the neutrino fluxes. This limit
is roughly about 3 to 4 orders of magnitude below the
most recent experimental constraints. In the case of light
WIMPs (about 6 GeV=c2) next generation experiments
might already reach the saturation regime with about
100 neutrino background events. For heavier WIMPs
(above 20 GeV=c2) we have shown that progress below
10−48 cm2 will be strongly limited by the very large
increases in exposure required for decreasing gains in
discovery reach.

FIG. 12 (color online). Left: Neutrino isoevent contour lines (long dash orange) compared with current limits and regions of interest.
The contours delineate regions in the WIMP-nulceon cross section vs WIMP mass plane which for which dark matter experiments will
see neutrino events (see Sec. III D). Right: WIMP discovery limit (thick dashed orange) compared with current limits and regions of
interest. The dominant neutrino components for different WIMP mass regions are labeled. Progress beyond this line would require a
combination of better knowledge of the neutrino background, annual modulation, and/or directional detection. We show 90%
confidence exclusion limits from DAMIC [46] (light blue), SIMPLE [47] (purple), COUPP [48] (teal), ZEPLIN-III [49] (blue),
EDELWEISS standard [50] and low threshold [51] (orange), CDMS II Ge standard [52], low threshold [53] and CDMSlite [54] (red),
XENON10 S2 only [55] and XENON100 [2] (dark green), and LUX [56] (light green). The filled regions identify possible signal
regions associated with data from CDMS-II Si [1] (light blue, 90% C.L.), CoGeNT [57] (yellow, 90% C.L.), DAMA/LIBRA [58] (tan,
99.7% C.L.), and CRESST [59] (pink, 95.45% C.L.) experiments. The light green shaded region is the parameter space excluded by the
LUX Collaboration.
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10 TeV=c2 that could lead to a significant dark matter
detection. WIMP-nucleon cross sections of ∼10−45 and
∼10−49 cm2 are the maximal sensitivity to light and heavy
WIMP dark matter respectively that direct detection
searches without directional sensitivity could reach,
given the uncertainties on the neutrino fluxes. This limit
is roughly about 3 to 4 orders of magnitude below the
most recent experimental constraints. In the case of light
WIMPs (about 6 GeV=c2) next generation experiments
might already reach the saturation regime with about
100 neutrino background events. For heavier WIMPs
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increases in exposure required for decreasing gains in
discovery reach.
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XENON10 S2 only [55] and XENON100 [2] (dark green), and LUX [56] (light green). The filled regions identify possible signal
regions associated with data from CDMS-II Si [1] (light blue, 90% C.L.), CoGeNT [57] (yellow, 90% C.L.), DAMA/LIBRA [58] (tan,
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Low mass region

• “Anomalies” heavily constrained by many experiments & techniques
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FIG. 3. Small gray dots are all veto-anticoincident single-
scatter events within the ionization-partition fiducial volume
that pass the data-quality selection criteria. Large encircled
shapes are the 11 candidate events. Overlapping shaded re-
gions (from light to dark) are the 95% confidence contours ex-
pected for 5, 7, 10 and 15 GeV/c2 WIMPs, after application
of all selection criteria. The three highest-energy events occur
on detector T5Z3, which has a shorted ionization guard. The
band of events above the expected signal contours corresponds
to bulk electron recoils, including the 1.3 keV activation line
at a total phonon energy of ⇠3 keV. High-radius events near
the detector sidewalls form the wide band of events with near-
zero ionization energy. For illustrative purposes, an approxi-
mate nuclear-recoil energy scale is provided.

a WIMP-nucleon scattering interpretation of the excess
reported by CoGeNT, which also uses a germanium tar-
get. Similar tension exists with WIMP interpretations
of several other experiments, including CDMS II (Si),
assuming spin-independent interactions and a standard
halo model. New regions of WIMP-nucleon scattering
for WIMP masses below 6 GeV/c2 are excluded.

The SuperCDMS collaboration gratefully acknowl-
edges the contributions of numerous engineers and tech-
nicians. In addition, we gratefully acknowledge assis-
tance from the sta↵ of the Soudan Underground Lab-
oratory and the Minnesota Department of Natural Re-
sources. The iZIP detectors were fabricated in the Stan-
ford Nanofabrication Facility, which is a member of the
National Nanofabrication Infrastructure Network. This
work is supported in part by the National Science Foun-
dation, by the United States Department of Energy, by
NSERC Canada, and by MultiDark (Spanish MINECO).
Fermilab is operated by the Fermi Research Alliance,
LLC under Contract No. De-AC02-07CH11359. SLAC is
operated under Contract No. DE-AC02-76SF00515 with
the United States Department of Energy.

FIG. 4. The 90% confidence upper limit (solid black) based on
all observed events is shown with 95% C.L. systematic uncer-
tainty band (gray). The pre-unblinding expected sensitivity
in the absence of a signal is shown as 68% (dark green) and
95% (light green) C.L. bands. The disagreement between the
limit and sensitivity at high WIMP mass is due to the events
in T5Z3. Closed contours shown are CDMS II Si [3] (dotted
blue, 90% C.L.), CoGeNT [4] (yellow, 90% C.L.), CRESST-II
[5] (dashed pink, 95% C.L.), and DAMA/LIBRA [34] (dash-
dotted tan, 90% C.L.). 90% C.L. exclusion limits shown are
CDMS II Ge [22] (dotted dark red), CDMS II Ge low-threshold
[17] (dashed-dotted red), CDMSlite [20] (solid dark red), LUX
[35] (solid green), XENON10 S2-only [19, 36] (dashed dark
green), and EDELWEISS low-threshold [18] (dashed orange).
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FIG. 4: The 90% confidence level upper limit of spin-
independent �N coupling derived from this work, superim-
posed with the results from other benchmark experiments [2–
5, 7, 9, 10, 14].

and 60Co spectra of Figure 2a. The L-shell X-ray lines
are predicted by the higher energy K-shell peaks. Both
background are subtracted from the ("BS,�BS)-corrected
AC�⌦B0 spectrum as shown in Figure 3b. A minimum-
�2 analysis with two free but positive definite parameters
is applied to the residual spectrum, characterizing the
flat ambient �-background and the possible �-N spin-
independent cross-section (�SI

�N), respectively. Conven-
tional astrophysical models [1] are adopted to describe
WIMP-induced interactions, using the local WIMP den-
sity of 0.3 GeV/cm3 and Maxwellian velocity distri-
bution with v0=220 km/s and the galactic escape ve-
locity of vesc=544 km/s. The quenching function in
Ge is derived with the TRIM software which matches
well with measurement over a large energy range [22].
As illustration, the best-fit spectrum and the two-RMS
band at m� = 8 GeV is depicted in Figure 3b, where
�SI
�N = (-1.1±5.9) x10�42 cm2 at �2/dof=10.48/16 (p-

value = 0.84). This indicates that all measured events
are due to background channels where are quantitatively
understood.

Exclusion plot of �SI
�N versus m� at 90% confidence

level is displayed in Figure 4. The bounds from other
benchmark experiments are superimposed [3, 7, 9, 10].
An order of magnitude improvement over our previous
results [14] is achieved. Part of the light WIMP ranges
within 6 and 20 GeV implied by earlier experiments are
probed and rejected. In particular, the CoGeNT-2013 al-
lowed region is excluded with an identical detector tech-
nique in which all measured background are quantita-
tively accounted for and there are no residual excess
events.

The CDEX-1 experiment continues to accumulate data
at CJPL. Research programs are pursued to further re-
duce the physics threshold via hardware and software
e↵orts. Time modulation of the data will be studied. A
PCGe array of 10 kg target mass range enclosed in an
active liquid argon anti-Compton detector is being con-
structed. Feasibility studies towards scale-up to ton-scale
experiment [19] are being pursued.
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Results cont’d 

!   The NULL result is only excluded at 1.9 σ  
!   This method can provide better sensitivity to WIMPs when backgrounds 

cannot be avoided,  particularly if the background distributions are well 
understood) 

July 2, 2014 16 Mark Kos,  Astroparticle Physics 2014 

T:% 388%+/8%18%days%

tmax:% 106%+/8%24%days%

S"(amp):% (84%+/8%32)%%%

Mass%and%
cross8
secAon:%

(12.8%+/8%2.7)%GeV,%%2.8%X%10842%cm2%

T1/2%flat%background:%4143%+/8%1812%days%
(TriAum:%4500%days)%
T1/2%surface%events:%6424%+/8%5140%days%
(Pb8210:%8140%days)%

arXiv:1401.6234+%
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DAMA/LIBRA annual modulation signal

• Period = 1 year, phase = June 2 ± 7 days


• Several experiments to directly probe the modulation signal with similar detectors 
(NaI, CsI): SABRE, ANAIS, DM-Ice, KIMS

2-4 keV

DM-Ice: 500 kg yr

Definitive (5σ) detection or exclusion with 500 kg-yr NaI(Tl) 
(DAMA x 2 yrs)  and same or lower threshold (< 2 keVee)

R. Bernabei et al, 
EPJ-C67 (2010)



Cryogenic Detectors at T ~ mK

• Absorber masses from ~100 g to 1.4 kg; TES read out small T changes

χ

E

χ

T0

T-sensor
Absorber 

C(T)

G(T)

�T =
E

C(T )
e�

t
⌧ ⌧ =

C(T )

G(T )

• 133Ba

•  252Cf

Background-like

Signal-like

EDW II - Run 13EDW II - Run 13

! 3rd July: 4)800 g FID detectors installed at LSM

! 2 NTD heat sensors, 6 electrodes

! 218 ultrasonics bondings / detector

SuperCDMS: Ge, Si
 EDELWEISS-III (Ge)
 CRESST (CaWO4)


Enectali Figueroa-Feliciano - UCLA Dark Matter 2012

SuperCDMS

1. Suppress all backgrounds          
(factor of millions)

2. Discriminate between remaining 
background and desired signal        
(make your detector as smart possible)

Strategy:



Phonon & ionisation/scintillation sensors

• SuperCDMS: iZIPs (1.4 kg Ge, 615 g Si), interleaved 
ionisation and phonon sensors: 2 x (6 phonon, 6 
ionisation)


• EDELWEISS-III: operates new fully inter-digitised 
FID800 sensors


• CRESST: strategy change -> reduce volume of the 
target crystal (24 g) and optimise detector layout => 
gain sensitivity for low WIMP masses (1 - 6 GeV)

Ray Bunker - Syracuse University 22 

Next generation Æ SuperCDMS SNOLAB 
SuperCDMS Soudan                 SuperCDMS SNOLAB 

2 ionization + 2 ionization 
4 phonon + 4 phonon 

2.5 cm thick 
3”diameter 

600 g Ge 

3.3 cm thick 
4”diameter 

1.4 kg Ge / 615 g Si 

2 ionization  + 2 ionization 
6 phonon  + 6 phonon 

7 towers of 6 iZIPs each 5 towers of 3 iZIPs each 

Larger target mass: 
More & larger iZIPs 
Cryostat large enough for 400 kg 
Si & Ge crystals 
1 tower in CDMSlite configuration 
Æ also with Si & Ge 

 

Lower background: 
New facility at deeper site 
Cleaner materials selection  

Active neutron veto 
 

Improved signal readout: 
Phonons Æ new SQUID arrays 
Ionization Æ switch to HEMTs 
Improved tower design 

 

Improved resolution: 
σphonon v Tc

3 Ælower operating temp 
42 eV demonstrated (>4x better) 
Improved cryogenics could give 

>100x improvement! 
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Improved resolution: 
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3 Ælower operating temp 
42 eV demonstrated (>4x better) 
Improved cryogenics could give 

>100x improvement! 

EDWIII Geant4 model 

FID800&

EDELWEISS-III  = French, German, Russian, UK @ Modane Lab!

2014A
•  500-eV-FWHM-ionization;-300T1000-eV-FWHM-on-heats-(8V-polarisation) !
•  Now-600-kg.d-for-physics-(after-quality-cuts+eff-for-wimp-search)-end-20149
2015b2016A
•  Installation)of)Low)Mass)Detectors)(improved)FID800)with<)300eV-FWHM-
on)both)heat)and)ionisation)(HEMT)A

36 FID800 detectors operated at LSM 

iii) resolution of the light channel.

3.1 Optimized detector layout

The current CRESST approach consists in developing an optimized detector layout. This implies
a radical change in the strategy, leaving the path followed in the last years which was focused
on increasing the target mass to enhance the sensitivity to high WIMP masses.
Reducing the volume of the target crystal together with optimizing the detector layout allows
to substantially gain in sensitivity for low WIMP masses with crystals of TUM40 quality. A
schematic view of a possible detector design is presented in fig. 4. The target crystal is a cuboid
of dimensions (20⇥20⇥10)mm3, corresponding to a target mass of 24g, and is paired with two
light detectors of area (20⇥20)mm2, each facing a roughened face of the CaWO4 crystal. The
two light detectors and the CaWO4 crystal are held by CaWO4 sticks, giving a fully scintillating
inner surface.

Figure 4: Schematic view of a possible design for a small detector module.

Given the size reduction of the target crystal and the presence of two light detectors covering
a large solid angle, an increase in the detected light by a factor of 3 is plausible without changing
the quality of the scintillating crystal. In addition we make the conservative assumption that
the factor of 10 reduction in crystal volume will translate in a reduction of the threshold from
the 0.6keV reached in [9] to 0.1keV. Analogously, we assume that the reduction by a factor of 3
in the volume of the light detector absorber will result in a reduction of the light detector noise
by a factor of 2.
With the listed premises and keeping the background and the non-proportionality of the crystals
at the level of the crystal TUM40, we could reach a sensitivity that is shown in fig. 5. One year
of measuring with 6 crystals of 24g each would allow us to reach an exposure of 50 kg days
where sensitivity will start being limited by detector performance.

For any further improvement relative to the expectations shown in fig. 5, progress in crystal
quality will be essential. This can be seen in fig. 6 where, together with the assumptions for
fig. 5, we considered a factor of 100 reduction in background. This goal will require an improved
crystal radiopurity, a lower external radioactive contamination and a reduction of the background
originated from the surrounding of the detectors. With this additional gain in performance we

6

arXiv:1503.08065 [astro-ph.IM] 

SuperCDMS: Ge, Si iZIPs

Edelweiss: Ge FIDCRESST: CaWO4

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1503.08065


SNOLAB cryostat and shield design

• Experience based on CRESST/EDELWEISS/
CDMS cryostats & shields


• SuperCDMS shield: to include neutron veto 
scintillator detector 


• SuperCDMS cryostat payload: initially 50 kg, up 
to 400 kg


• Cooperation between SuperCDM and EURECA 
(CRESST+EDELWEISS): 


• cryogenic design (T ≤ 15 mK, cooling power 
5 µW)


• shielding concept


• tower design and prototype (must be 
compatible with SuperCDMS concept)

Start data taking in 2018



Single-phase noble liquid detectors

-HV
S1

S1

time

PMT array

S1

+ PSD

position

resolution: ~cm

LXe: XMASS at 
Kamioka

New dark matter 
run with 
“refurbished” 
detector


PMT mounting and filler block assembly complete

Simon JM Peeters (USussex) DEAP-3600 June 16, 2014 14 / 20

LAr: DEAP-3600 

at SNOLAB

In commissioning

First results in late 
2015


Instrumented LAr or LXe volume



Dual-phase noble liquid detectors

E

-HV

PMT array

S1

S2

e-

e-

S2
S1

time

+HV

Introduction Rate modulation Bolometers Noble gases Others

Next LAr detectors

Dark Side-50 at LNGS in Italy
Two phase TPC: 50 kg active mass (33 kg FV)
Depleted argon to reduce 39Ar background
Currently commissioning the LAr detector
! first light and charge signals observed
Physics run expected for fall 2013

DEAP - Dark matter Experiment with Argon
and Pulse shape discrimination

3 600 kg LAr in single phase at SNOlab
Aim to use depleted argon
Status: in construction

* Also CLEAN detector (LAr or LNe) at SNOLab

LXe: XENON100 LXe: LUX LAr: DarkSide

XENON100 (LXe) and DarkSide (LAr) at LNGS


LUX (LXe) at SURF, PandaX (LXe) at CJPL


ArDM (LAr) at Canfranc


Target masses between ~ 50 kg - 1 ton



WIMP physics with xenon detectors

Probe WIMP-nucleus interactions via: 

• spin-independent elastic scattering: 124Xe, 126Xe, 128Xe, 129Xe, 130Xe, 131Xe, 132Xe (26.9%), 134Xe (10.4%), 136Xe (8.9%)


• spin-dependent elastic scattering: 129Xe (26.4%), 131Xe (21.2%)


• inelastic WIMP-129Xe and WIMP-131Xe scatters
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Figure 3. Spin-dependent WIMP-neutron cross-section constraints for the neutron-only coupling
case.

Indirect DM searches via neutrinos produced when WIMPs are caught and then anni-

hilate in the Sun can place constraints on the SD WIMP-proton cross-section as collisions

of WIMPs with hydrogen (protons) is part of the process for capturing WIMPs in the

Sun [74]. Figure 4 shows constraints placed by the IceCube/DeepCore [75] and Baksan

[76] neutrino detector searches for such neutrinos. The constraints depend on the annihi-

lation channel and are shown here for the representative b-quark and W -boson channels.

While neutrino searches can be very sensitive to WIMPs with SD proton couplings, the

high thresholds in IceCube/DeepCore and some other neutrino experiments means they

are often unable to probe for light WIMPs as LUX and other direct searches are capable

of doing. Furthermore, the limits shown here assume the DM capture and annihilation

processes in the Sun are in equilibrium, an assumption that may not be true for many DM

candidates [77].

The exclusion of the DAMA region by LUX in the SD proton-only coupling case, the

case where LUX limits are approximately at their weakest, suggests that the LUX result

may exclude any SD explanation for the DAMA signal, the first time a single experiment

– 13 –

 C. Savage et al, arXiv:1502.02667 L. Baudis et al, Phys. Rev. D 88, 115014 (2013)

SI, elastic WIMP-nucleus SD, elastic WIMP-nucleus SD, inelastic WIMP-nucleus

LUX

XENON100

�+129,131 Xe ! �+129,131 Xe⇤ ! �+129,131 Xe+ �
40 keV, 80 keV1 ns, 0.5 ns

23
arXiv:1310.8327

http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/1502.02667


Example: LUX dark matter data

• Exposure: 85.3 days x 118 kg fiducial liquid xenon mass


• No sign of dark matter, observed event distribution consistent with backgrounds


• New run of 300 live-days planned for 2015-2016, sensitivity increase by a factor of 5

Carmen Carmona - UCSB 14

LUX WIMP Search, 85.3 live-days, 118 kg
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160 events observed (1.9 evts/d)
Expect 0.64±0.16 leakage below NR mean
Distribution consistent with ER backgrounds

127Xe 5 keVee

Accepted by PRL, arXiv:1310.8214
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Spin Independent Sensitivity
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LUX is the most sensitive experiment in the world!
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Phys. Rev. Lett. 112 (2014)



Example: Solar axions with XENON100
4

S1 [PE]
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FIG. 3: Background model N
b

⇥ f
b

(grey line), scaled to the
correct exposure, as explained in the text. f

b

is based on the
60Co and 232Th calibration data (empty blue dots), and is
used in Eq.4. The 3 PE threshold is indicated by the vertical
red dashed line.

where ✏(S1) is the acceptance and �
PMT

= 0.5 PE is the
PMT resolution [23].

The background spectrum, f
b

, is modeled based on
60Co and 232Th calibration data. The spectrum is scaled
to the science data exposure by normalizing it to the
number of events seen outside the signal region. For so-
lar axions, it is done between 30 and 100 PE, and for
galactic ALPs below m

A

[pe]�2� and above m
A

[pe]+2�,
where m

A

[pe] is the ALP mass in units of PE and � is
the width of the expected signal peak, see Fig.6. Then,
the scaled background spectrum is integrated in the sig-
nal region to give the expected number of background
events, N

b

. The background model scaled to the correct
exposure, N

b

⇥ f
b

, is shown in Fig.3, along with the
scaled calibration spectrum.

The energy scale term in Eq.3, L2, has been
parametrised with a single nuisance parameter t. The
likelihood function is defined to be normally distributed
with zero mean and unit variance, corresponding to

L2(n
exp(t)) = e�t

2
/2, (7)

where t = ±1 corresponds to a ±1� deviation in nexp, as
shown in Fig.2, i.e., t = (nexp � nexp

mean

)/�.

III. RESULTS

A. Solar axions

The remaining events after all the selection cuts are
shown in Fig.4 as a function of S1. The solid grey line
shows the background model, N

b

⇥ f
b

. The expected S1
spectrum for solar axions, lighter than 1 keV/c2, is shown
as a blue dashed line for g

Ae

= 2 ⇥ 10�11, the best limit
so far reported by the EDELWEISS-II collaboration [30].
The data are compatible with the background model, and
no excess is observed for the background only hypothesis.

Fig.5 shows the new XENON100 exclusion limit on g
Ae

at 90% CL. The sensitivity is shown by the green/yellow
band (1�/2�). As we used the most recent and accurate
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FIG. 4: Event distribution of the data (black dots), and back-
ground model (grey) of the solar axion search. The expected
signal for solar axions with m

A

< 1 keV/c2 is shown by the
dashed blue line, assuming g

Ae

= 2 ⇥ 10�11, the current best
limit from EDELWEISS-II [30]. The vertical dashed red line
indicates the low S1 threshold, set at 3 PE. The top axis shows
the expected mean value of the electronic recoil energy.
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Si(Li)

DAMAXMASS

EDELWEISS
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FIG. 5: The XENON100 limits (90% CL) on solar axions is
indicated by the blue line. The expected sensitivity is given
by the green/yellow bands (1�/2�). Limits by EDELWEISS-
II [30], and XMASS [31] are shown, together with the lim-
its from a Si(Li) detector from Derbin et al. [32]. The
contour area corresponds to a possible interpretation of the
DAMA/LIBRA annual modulation signal as originating from
axions [33]. Indirect astrophysical bounds from solar neutri-
nos [34] and red giants [35] are represented by dashed lines.
The benchmark DFSZ and KSVZ models are represented by
grey dashed lines [4–7].

calculation for solar axion flux from [10], which is valid
only for light axions, we restrict the search to m

A

< 1
keV/c2. For comparison, we also present recent exper-
imental constraints [30–32] and the DAMA/LIBRA an-
nual modulation signal [33] interpreted as being due to
axion interactions. Astrophysical bounds [34, 35] and
theoretical benchmark models [4–7] are also shown.For
solar axions with masses below 1 keV/c2 XENON100 is
able to set the strongest constraint on the coupling to
electrons, excluding values of g

Ae

larger than 7.7⇥ 10�12

Background 

Signal
mA < 1 keV/c2

gAe = 2⇥ 10�11

Look for solar axions via their couplings to 
electrons, gAe, through the axio-electric effect

• XEON100: based on 224.6 live days x 34 kg 
exposure; using the electronic-recoil spectrum, 
and measured light yield for low-energy ERs (LB 
et al., PRD 87, 2013; arXiv:1303.6891)

XENON, Phys. Rev. D 90, 062009 (2014) 

�A / g2Ae =) R / g4Ae

�Ae = �pe(EA)
g2Ae
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Example: Galactic axion-like particles with 
XENON100

Background 
Signal

Look for ALPs via their couplings to electrons, 
gAe, through the axio-electric effect 

Expect line feature at ALP mass 

Assume

R / g2Ae

XENON, Phys. Rev. D 90, 062009 (2014) 

26

• XEON100: based on 224.6 live days x 34 kg 
exposure; using the electronic-recoil spectrum, 
and measured light yield for low-energy ERs (LB 
et al., PRD 87, 2013; arXiv:1303.6891)

XENON, Phys. Rev. D 90, 062009 (2014) 

⇢0 = 0.3GeV/cm3

�A = c�A ⇥ ⇢0
mA

http://arxiv.org/abs/1404.1455
http://arxiv.org/abs/1404.1455


Upcoming results from XENON100Probing XENON100 at lowest recoil energies: YBe calibration 

Marc Weber, Columbia University APS April Meeting 2015 Baltimore 

• YBe source placed inside the XENON100 radiation shield 

(lead bricks serve for high gamma-ray flux absorption) 

 

• Expected maximum nuclear recoil energy deposit of ~4.5 

keV due to very low kinetic neutron energy 

 

• Collected > 80 live days of data at both low (180 V/cm) 

and regular (476 V/cm) electron drift fields 

 

• Preliminary results show clear additional signal 

appearance due to low energy neutron scattering 

Æ direct proof of sensitivity towards low-mass WIMP 

interactions in XENON100   

YBe AmBe 

What‘s next ‒ unblinding of 154 live days 

Marc Weber, Columbia University APS April Meeting 2015 Baltimore 

• Analysis of another 154 live days of blinded 

dark matter search about to be finished 

• Same very low background level of ~5 mDRU 

as achieved in previous runs 

• Lowest level of Kr-85 confirmed by RGMS: 

~1ppt at beginning of the run; multiple 

samples taken during the run 

ROI 

• Development and establishment of novel analysis techniques Æ test case for XENON1T/nT 

• 2-D modelling of exptected DM signal and radiation background distribution to enhance 

sensitivity and discovery potential 

8 GeV WIMP signal 
σ = 3 x 10-41 cm2 

2-D modelling of the gaussian 
and anomalous background in 
discrimination space 

• Search for annual modulation (2 papers submitted)


• Analysis of 153 live days of blinded dark matter 
search data close to unblinding; search for inelastic 
scattering on 129Xe, search for low-mass WIMPs


• Calibration measurements:


• probe lowest nuclear recoil energies (max at 4.5 
keVnr) with YBe source placed inside the shield; 
more than 80 live days collected and clear 
signal due to neutron scatters observed


• currently 83mKr calibration run & analysis


• XENON100 is also used as a test facility for 
XENON1T/nT: novel online radon purification 
technique, by cryogenic distillation (Rn has 10 x 
lower vapour pressure than xenon) verified



Future noble liquid detectors

• Under construction: XENON1T/nT (3.3 t/ 7t LXe) at LNGS


• Proposed: LUX-ZEPLIN 7t LXe (approved), XMASS 5t LXe, DarkSide 20 t LAr, DEAP 
50 t LAr


• Design & R&D: DARWIN, 30-50 t LXe; ARGO 150 t LAr

XENON1T: 3.3 t LXe LZ: 7t LXe DARWIN: 50 t LXe
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XMASS%project 

��

• !In!this!slide,!I’d!like!to!explain!our!XMASS!project!at!Kamioka!observatory!in!
Japan.!
• !Our!Binal!goal,!a!ten!ton!scale!detector!of!XMASSE2!will!cover!multiple!purposes!
such!as!dark!matter,!pp!solar!neutrino!and!0ν2β!decay.!
• !Refurbishment!of!XMASSEI!will!be!completed!in!this!autumn!and!XMASSE1.5!is!
planed!to!start!in!2015.!They!are!mainly!for!dark!matter!search.!
• !Commissioning!data!of!XMASSEI!was!taken!from!Nov.!2010!to!May.!2012.!!

Y.#Suzuki,#hep-ph/0008296#

XMASS: 5t LXe

DarkSide 50june 27, 2013 p. 21

Darkside 5000

● R&D and engineering for ton-scale experiment 
"DS G2" with 5t liquid Argon (active volume) and 
a sensitivity of 2·10-47 cm2

● reuse same neutron veto + water Cherenkov veto

DarkSide: 5 t LAr

LZ$
Concept$

Liquid$Xenon:$$
48X$LUX$Fiducial$

Gd`LAB$(Daya$Bay)$Gd`LAB$(25$tonne)$2/28/14$ Harry$Nelson$for$LZ$ 10/23$



The XENON1T experiment

• Under construction at LNGS since autumn 2013; commissioning planned for late 2015


• Total (active) LXe mass: 3.3 t (2 t), 1 m electron drift, 248 3-inch PMTs in two arrays


• Background goal: 100 x lower than XENON100 ~ 5x10-2 events/(t d keV)

XENON1T at LNGS

XENON1T at LNGS

1 ton fiducial volume out of ⇠3 ton LXe
Goal to reach 2⇥ 10�47 cm2

Construction started in 2013 at LNGS
Water tank, cryostat & cryosystem installed
Gas and storage systems commissioning

Commissioning in summer 2015

Detector design
Background requirement:
<1 event in ⇠ 2 years
1 m electron-drift and 100 kV
HV demonstrated

XENON1T TPC design

Teresa Marrodán Undagoitia (MPIK) PMTs München, 04/2015 9 / 21



XENON1T/nT: status of construction work
• Water Cherenkov shield built and instrumented


• Cryostat support, service building, electrical plant completed


• Several subsystems (cryostat, cryogenics, storage, purification, cables & fibres, pipes ) installed/
being tested underground

DPG 2015 Melanie  Scheibelhut 8/18

Inside the Sphere

8 fins inside the sphere

Transfer of the cooling temperature into the
sphere

DPG 2015 Melanie  Scheibelhut 9/18

Nitrogen Circuit around the inner 
Sphere

16 nitrogen lines around the inner sphere

The Lines are bent and welded on the
sphere

Construction Milestones

Mayra Cervantes The XENON Collaboration May 19, 2015 24 / 26



The XENON1T detector

The TPC

• PMTs are screened with HPGe, then tested in cold gas and - a subsample - in LXe


• TPC design is finalised, currently under prototyping, materials being screened

1 ton fiducial
3 t total
@180K

127  3’’ sensors top

121  3’’ sensors bottom

PMT test facility Field shaping rings production



                 Dark matter WIMP search with noble liquids

• R&D and design study for 30-50 tons LXe detector


• ~ few  x 103 photosensors


• >2 m drift length


• >2 m diameter TPC


• PTFE walls with Cu field shaping rings (baseline 
scenario, 4-π readout under study)


• Background goal: dominated by neutrinos


• Physics goal: 


• WIMP spectroscopy


• many other channels (pp neutrinos, double beta 
decay, axions and ALPs, bosonic 
SuperWIMPs…)

160 kg

3.3 tons

30-50 tons

32darwin-observatory.org

http://darwin-observatory.org


WIMP physics: spectroscopy
• Capability to reconstruct the WIMP mass and cross section for various masses (20, 100, 500 

GeV/c2) and a spin-independent cross section of 2x10-47 cm2 (assuming different exposures)

⨯ ⨯ ⨯

ν floor
100 t.y
200 t.y

10 100 1000

10-49

10-47

10-45

mχ[GeV/c2]

σ
S
I[c
m
2
]

num. events:

77, 112, 29,154 224 60

⨯ ⨯ ⨯

ν floor
100 t.y
400 t.y

10 100 1000

10-49

10-47

10-45

mχ[GeV/c2]

σ
S
I[c
m
2
]

num. events:

77, 112, 29,308 448 119

v0 = 220± 20 km/s

vesc = 544± 40 km/s

⇢� = 0.3± 0.1GeV/cm3

Exposure: 100 t y; 200 t y Exposure: 100 t y; 400 t y

1 and 2 sigma credible regions after marginalizing the posterior probability distribution over:

Update: Newstead et al., PHYSICAL 
REVIEW D 88, 076011 (2013)
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Directional detectors

• R&D on low-pressure gas detectors to measure the recoil 
direction, correlated to the Galactic motion towards Cygnus


• Challenge: good angular resolution + head/tail at 30-50 keVnr


• One technology to be proposed in 2016

DMTPCino TPC at MIT 
CCD readout  
1 m3 prototype, CF4 gas 
commissioning fall 2014

NEWAGE, Kamioka 
CF4 gas at 0.1 atm 
50 keV threshold

DRIFT, Boulby Mine 
1 m3, negative ion drift 
CS2, CF4, O2 gas 

MIMAC 100x100 mm2 
5l chamber at Modane 
CF4, CHF3, H gas

MIMAC (MIcro-tpc MAtrix of Chambers) 

Strategy :  
!  Matrix of  micro-TPC  (~50 mbar) 
!  Energy (ionization) and  3D track) 
!  Multi-target (1H, 19F, …) 
!  Interaction axiale (spin-spin ) 
!  4He, CH4, C4H10, CF4  has been tested ! 
 

Recoil 19F (measured) 
(E ~ 40 keVee) 
50 mbar   CF4 + CHF3 (30%)  

Prototype Bi-chamber  (5 L) (2x (10x10x25 cm3 ) 
Installed at Modane –Fréjus (France) in June 2012   

25 James Battat     Bryn Mawr College 

3.2 keV Cd 

6.4 keV  Fe 

8.1 keV  Cu   

X-ray calibration by fluorescence 
From Cd , Fe and Cu foils 

Energy (ADC units) 

Get total E from 
charge integral 
 
But don’t know  
energy of  each hit 

NEWAGE 
(New generation WIMP search  

with an advanced gaseous tracker experiment)�

PI: Kentaro Miuchi （KOBE university） 

NEWAGE-0.3a 
detector 

40cm 

30cm µPIC 
(Toshiba) 

30 x 30 x 31 cm3, 400 um pitch 

James Battat     Bryn Mawr College 26 
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DRIFT IIe - a Test-Bed for DRIFT III
New DRIFT IIe final construction

RHUL   Jocelyn Monroe                                                                                                                          June 27, 2014

prototype for very large detector: build many 1m3 modules, because of diffusion limit.

4-shooter 20L prototype has demonstrated
   (i) multi-camera readout
   (ii) low-background materials
   (iii) event discrimination with charge

pixel x

DMTPCino: 1m3 Detector Module

DMTPCino under construction now, 
commissioning Fall 2014

amplification
regions

cathode
planes

goal: achieve similar or better S:N per pixel, 
   for 35o resolution at 50 keVr in 1m3 module, 

ideally: 1 camera+lens/side (~0.005$/channel now)



Sensitivity for spin-independent cross sections

• E = [3-70] pe ~ [4-50] keVnr

DARWIN: 200 t y exposure, 99.98% discrimination, 30% NR acceptance, LY = 8 pe/keV at 122 keV

Note: “nu floor” = 3-sigma detection line at 500 CNNS events above 4 keV 35



Complementarity with indirect searches

• High-energy neutrinos from WIMP capture and annihilation in the Sun (point-source)


• Sun is made of protons => strong constraints on SD WIMP-p interactions

IceCube: WIMP-p; spin-dependent IceCube: WIMP-p; spin-independent

IceCube collab. PRL 110, 2013 (79 string)

See talk by C. de los Heros



Complementarity with the LHC

• Minimal simplified DM model with only 4 variables: mDM, Mmed, gDM, gq


• Here DM = Dirac fermion interacting with a vector or axial-vector mediator; equal-
strength coupling to all active quark flavours
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Figure 4. Projected 90% CL limits for the CMS mono-jet search (blue lines), LZ (red lines) and
DARWIN (purple lines) in the cross section vs mDM plane for SI and SD interactions appropriate
for the vector and axial-vector mediators respectively. The collider limits are defined for coupling
scenarios with gq = gDM = 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 1.45. For comparison, the discovery reach of DD exper-
iments accounting for the neutrino scattering background are also displayed (green lines). For the
spin-independent interaction we also show a projection of the SuperCDMS limit (orange line).

among the DD community. However, when comparing the two planes care must be taken

in the interpretation of the relative sensitivities of the di↵erent scenarios. For example,

whereas in the (M
med

,m
DM

) plane the mono-jet limits get stronger with increasing cou-

pling, the same results displayed in the (�0

DD

,m
DM

) plane show that for DM masses below

a few hundred GeV more parameter space is ruled out for the weaker coupling scenarios.

This is explained by the fact that the planes use di↵erent observables to benchmark the

performance of the search. In one case the mediator mass M
med

is the benchmark, whereas

in the other case it is the nucleon-WIMP scattering cross section �0

DD

. As explained above,

the cross section scales as (gqgDM

)2/M4

med

for DD experiments, and approximately like

(gqgDM

)2/(M4

med

�
med

) for the collider search. It is important to take these relations into

account when translating between the two planes. For the example mentioned above, this

implies that, whereas the collider limit on M
med

gets stronger with increasing coupling,

when taking into account the factor (gqgDM

)2, it rules out less parameter space in �0

DD

as

the coupling increases. Therefore, the results displayed in these two planes are fully consis-

tent but represent di↵erent ways to benchmark the search. Depending on what observable

is more relevant for the question at hand, either the (M
med

,m
DM

) plane or the (�0

DD

,m
DM

)

plane might be more appropriate to answer it.

We emphasize that the results and sensitivity projections presented here are valid for

single vector or axial-vector mediator exchange, assuming equal coupling to all quarks.

Experimentally, DD experiments probe a combination of the couplings to u and d quarks

for vector exchange and to u, d and s quarks for axial-vector mediator exchange. This

is in contrast to the mono-jet search. Although the production of the vector or axial-
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Figure 4. Projected 90% CL limits for the CMS mono-jet search (blue lines), LZ (red lines) and
DARWIN (purple lines) in the cross section vs mDM plane for SI and SD interactions appropriate
for the vector and axial-vector mediators respectively. The collider limits are defined for coupling
scenarios with gq = gDM = 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 1.45. For comparison, the discovery reach of DD exper-
iments accounting for the neutrino scattering background are also displayed (green lines). For the
spin-independent interaction we also show a projection of the SuperCDMS limit (orange line).
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Evolution of the experimentally probed WIMP-
nucleon cross section

• Sensitivity at WIMP masses above ~ 6 GeV/c2 is clearly dominated by noble liquid (Xe) 
time projection chambers

Update from  Physics of the Dark Universe 1, 94 (2012)

LUX

DARWIN
LZ

XENONnT

XENON100

XENON1T

SuperCDMS/EURECA

http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/1012.4764v1


Summary

Cold dark matter is still a viable paradigm explaining cosmological & 
astrophysical observations 

It could be made of WIMPs (and axions, + many other options, some less 
predictive and/or more difficult to test in the laboratory) 

So far, no convincing detection of a dark matter particle 

In the best of all worlds: multiple discoveries (direct detection, the LHC, indirect 
detection) & constraints of the dark matter properties & dark matter astronomy 

If no discovery: “ultimate” dark matter detectors might at least be able to 
disprove the WIMP hypotheses (still valuable information) 

However, we should be open for new theoretical ideas & new experiments!



The end



Will directional information help?

• Yes, but mostly at low WIMP masses


• Directional detection techniques currently in R&D phase


• Would be very challenging to reach 10-48 - 10-49 cm2 with these techniques
9

FIG. 7: The combined two dimensional probability distri-
bution ⇢ of the recoil energy and event angle for a 6 GeV
dark matter particle and neutrinos in a CF4 detector. The
expected signal rate is fixed to s=10 and the expected back-
ground rate to b=500.

ues resulting in a background rate b

0

. The number of
observed events n in a pseudo experiment is drawn from
a Poisson distribution centered at a value � which is ei-
ther equal to b

0

for the background only or b

0

+ s for
the signal plus background simulation. For each pseudo
experiment we simulate these n events as we discussed in
section IVC.

To account for the unknown real flux value when per-
forming the experiment we vary the expectation of each
pseudo experiment, that is b in equation 15. Hence, for
each pseudo experiment we draw a random flux value for
each neutrino flux type from a gaussian with 1� corre-
sponding to the uncertainties. This results in a di↵erent
expected background rate b for each pseudo experiment
via equation 12 and widens the Q-distributions. We then
repeat the procedure shifting b

0

up and down by one
sigma to obtain a 1 sigma band for the estimated exclu-
sion limits.

V. RESULTS

A. Estimation of Detector Sensitivities

In order to see directly the gain in sensitivity when
directional information is used, we evaluate the sensitiv-
ity that we obtain from our statistical approach for both
cases, excluding (red bands) and including directional in-
formation (green bands). To compare the results to the
WIMP discovery limit that was presented in [9], we show
this limit as a light-grey line. Note here that the limits
from [9] are discovery limits at the 3� level and based on
a profile likelihood appraoch, whereas we perform a hy-

FIG. 8: Estimated sensitivity limits at 3� level for a non-
directional (red band) and directional (green band) CF4 de-
tector with 36 t-yrs exposure and 5 keV energy threshold
resulting in 500 expected neutrino events. The fainter bands
indicate corresponding sensitivity limits at 90% CL.

potheses test. Therefore, any direct comparison should
be taken with care. A strict discovery limit exists for
dark matter masses that match the energy spectrum of
the neutrino background perfectly, see [9]. This is for
example the case for a 6 GeV dark matter particle and
the background of 8B neutrinos in a Xenon detector. We
reproduce this limit and the discovery limits for heavy
dark matter from [9] with very good accuracy, see also
section VB. In the dark matter mass region around 10
GeV where a steep increase in sensitivity towards smaller
cross-sections is observed, however, we find slighly less
constraining discovery limits, as will become clear when
we discuss the Xenon detector.

In this section we will look at sensitivity limits at the
90% CL and 3� level for experiments with di↵erent tar-
get materials and energy thresholds. To compare the dif-
ferent simulations, the detector exposure is scaled such
that the simulated experiment will observe 500 neutrino
events, i.e. the background contribution is sizable. As
an example for a dark matter detector with direction-
ality, we estimated the sensitivity of Tetraflourmethane
CF

4

as target material. As a light target CF
4

is promis-
ing to distinguish solar neutrinos from light dark matter.
We set the energy thresholds in our run to 5 keV.

Figure 8 shows the obtained sensitivity bands for a 36.6
ton-year CF

4

experiment with a 5 keV energy thresh-
old. The 500 neutrino events consist of 499.8 expected
solar and 0.2 expected non-solar neutrinos. The green
and red bands represent limits that can be obtained with
directional and non-directional detectors at a 3� level,
respectively. The fainter colors show corresponding lim-
its at 90% CL. The seperation of the green band from the
red band clearly shows the impact of directional informa-
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tion. A strong increase in sensitvity for directional de-
tectors towards smaller cross-sections is observed which
is larger the smaller the dark matter mass. This is easily
understood when considering the clear seperation of the
neutrino and dark matter peak in the two dimensional
probability distribution functions. The lighter the dark
matter particle is, the more significant this separation.
For a light dark matter event to be above threshold, the
track of the recoiling nucleus has to lie closer along the
incoming dark matter direction in order to produce a
large enough recoil. Hence, the dark matter signal also
has a strong directional character, as discussed in sec-
tion II. Since the event angle distribution is di↵erent to
the neutrinos, directional information has a large impact.

We find that cross-sections below the solar neutrino
bound can be tested at 3� level when directional infor-
mation is taken into account.

Towards heavier dark matter masses, we see that the
sensitivity curves approach each other and directionality
loses some impact. For heavy dark matter, the distinc-
tion of signal and solar background is already easy when
the energy spectrum is considered on its own, because the
recoil energies of solar neutrinos are much smaller com-
pared to heavy dark matter. Besides, the dark matter
events loose their directional character more and more:
Light dark matter can only give recoil energies above
threshold for the largest dark matter velocities in the
halo, such that only those particles coming from Cygnus
A can give a recoil event in the detector. The kinetic
energy of heavy dark matter particles is, in contrast, also
large for small dark matter velocities. Hence, the incom-
ing direction of dark matter particles that give a signal
event in the detector becomes unconstrained and more
and more isotropic. A competing e↵ect is that the track
resolution for small recoil energies is worse, but improves
for larger recoil energies and thus for heavier dark matter.
Overall, we see that directional information is also useful
for heavier dark matter. This is mainly because when
heavy dark matter particles give recoil energies compa-
rable to the recoil energies of solar neutrinos, the dark
matter events can be distinguished using directional in-
formation, which would not be possible otherwise.

At the moment, the strongest constraints on the
WIMP-nucleon cross-section are set by experiments that
use Xenon as a target material. These detectors have
no directional information and no technology exists up
to now that could achieve this. However, it is still inter-
esting to ask which cross-section experiments with heavy
target materials would be able to probe if they could use
directional information. There is recent interest in de-
veloping a direction-sensitive Xenon detector technology
based on recombination dependence on the recoil angle
relative to the detector ~

E field [48], so perhaps this will
be a possibility for the future.

Therefore, we additionally choose Xenon as a target
material and perform the same tests. Estimated sensi-
tivity curves for a hypothetical experiment with 367.7
ton-year exposure using a 2 keV threshold can be seen

FIG. 9: Estimated sensitivity limits at 3� level for a non-
directional (red band) and directional (green bands) Xenon
detector with 367 t-yrs exposure and 2 keV energy threshold
resulting in 500 expected neutrino events. The fainter bands
indicate corresponding sensitivity limits at 90% CL.

in figure 9. The 500 neutrino background events con-
sist of 485.8 expected solar and 14.2 expected non-solar
neutrinos.

Our statistical test finds that even without direc-
tional information cross-sections below the discovery
limit from [9] can be tested at 3� level. For example,
an 8 GeV WIMP with a cross-section of 2.3⇥ 10�46cm2

would give about 470 dark matter events. We note here,
that we assumed half the flux uncertainties and took a
di↵erent statistical approach than reference [9]. The non-
directional 3�-limit should hence be seen as a WIMP-
discovery limit obtained from our approach rather than
testing cross-sections beyond the discovery limit. Again,
we see that directional detectors can go beyond and probe
smaller cross-sections compared to non-directional detec-
tors. The same trend that directional and non-directional
detectors give similar sensitivities for heavy dark matter
particles is visible; the limits are basically identical for
the Xenon detector.

Compared to the light target material CF
4

we find that
the impact of directional information is less significant
in this Xenon detector configuration when searching for
heavy dark matter. With Xenon as a heavy target mate-
rial solar neutrinos can give recoil energies only up to ap-
proximately 5 keV. Hence, the range of recoil energies for
which directionality is the only indicator to distinguish
the signal from the solar neutrino background is small.
For the light target material CF

4

this range is larger:
solar neutrinos can recoil up to approximately 30 keV,
see figure 4. We can therefore conclude that the larger
the range of possible recoil energies of solar neutrinos is
compared to the total energy range of the detector, the
larger the gain in sensitivity from directional information.

no direction 
no direction 

with direction
with direction

neutrino bounds neutrino bounds

P. Grothaus, M. Fairbairn, J. Monroe, arXiv: 1406.5047

367 t yr exposure, 500 nu events36.6 t yr exposure, 500 (solar) nu events



XENONnT: 2018-2020

• Plan: double the amount of LXe (~7 tons), double the number of PMTs


• XENON1T is constructed such that many sub-systems will be reused for the upgrade:

Patrick Decowski - Nikhef/UvA

XENON1T
1.1m

XENON1T
1.4m

XENONnT

Double amount of LXe (~7 tons), ~double # PMTs
Design XENON1T with as much reuse as possible
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• Water tank + muon veto


• Outer cryostat and 
support structure


• Cryogenics and 
purification system


• LXe storage system


• Cables installed for 
XENONnT as well


• More LXe, PMTs, 
electronics will be needed



The XENON1T photosensors

Low-Radioactivity R11410-21 for XENON1T
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R11410-21 3-inch PMTs; average QE at 175 nm: 36%, average gain: 2 x 106 at 1500 V

 Relative contribution [%]
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

 

U238

Ra226

Ra228

Th228

K40

Co60

Cs137 1) Quartz: faceplate (PMT window)
2) Aluminum: sealing
3) Kovar: Co-free body

4) Stainless steel: electrode disk
5) Stainless steel: dynodes

6) Stainless steel: shield
7) Quartz: L-shaped insulation
8) Kovar: flange of faceplate

9) Ceramic: stem
10) Kovar: flange of ceramic stem

11) Getter

Material screening/selection for PMT production

226Ra/228Th: 

~1 mBq/PMT

Screening of final product

XENON collaboration, arXiv:1503.07698v1

http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/1503.07698v1


XENON1T background predictions
• Materials background: based on screening results for all detector components


• 85Kr: 0.2 ppt of natKr with 2x10-11 85Kr; 222Rn: 1 µBq/kg; 136Xe double beta: 2.11x1021 y


• ER vs NR discrimination level: 99.75%; 40% acceptance for NRs


➡ Total ERs: 0.3 events/year in 1 ton fiducial volume, [2-12] keVee


➡ Total NRs: 0.2 events/year in 1 ton, [5-50] keVnr (muon-induced n-BG < 0.01 ev/year)

Total

Materials

Total
double beta

Background rate from various components Background versus fiducial LXe mass



XENON1T backgrounds and WIMP sensitivity

Single scatters in 1 ton fiducial
99.75% S2/S1 discrimination
NR acceptance 40%
Light yield = 7.7 PE/keV at 0 field
Leff = 0 below 1 keVnr

WIMP mass: 50 GeV
Fiducial LXe mass: 1 t
Sensitivity at 90% CL

ER + NR backgrounds and WIMP spectra Sensitivity versus exposure (in 1 ton fiducial mass)



DARWIN physics reach: double beta decay
• 136Xe: Q-value = 2458.7 ± 0.6 keV


• Fiducial mass of 6 t of xenon


• sensitivity to the neutrinoless double beta 
decay of 136Xe: 


• T1/2 > 5.6 x 1026 yr (95% CL) in 30 t yr 

• T1/2 > 8.5 x 1027 yr (95%  CL) in 140 t yr, 
assuming negligible backgrounds from 
detector materials

JCAP01(2014)044
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Figure 4. (Left): integral background rate in ±3� energy region around the Q-value (2385–2533 keV)
as a function of fiducial LXe mass. (Right): predicted background spectrum around neutrinoless
double beta decay peak for 6 t fiducial mass. We show the overall background (thick black solid)
which includes contributions from detector materials (black), from 0.1µBq/kg of 222Rn in the LXe
(black dashed), from 8B neutrino scatters (green dotted)and 2⌫��-decays with T1/2=2.11⇥1021 y
inside the liquid xenon (blue). The potential signal for the neutrinoless double beta decay (0⌫��,
red) assumes T1/2=1.6⇥1025 y.

The Q-value of the double beta decay of 136Xe is (2458.7±0.6) keV [55]. Employing
an energy scale based on a linear combination of the charge and light signals, which have
been shown to be anti-correlated in liquid xenon TPCs [15, 18, 53], the extrapolated energy
resolution is �/E = 1% in this high-energy region.

The combined e�ciency of the fiducial volume and multi-scatter cut, which rejects
events with a separation larger than 3mm in the z-coordinate [18] is 99.5% in a ±3� energy
interval around the Q-value. The materials background is dominated by 214Bi, followed by
208Tl decays in the photosensors and in the cryostat, and can only be further reduced, for
a given fiducial volume, by identifying detector construction materials with lower 226Ra and
228Th levels. The background contribution from internal radon can be e�ciently rejected
by so-called 214Bi–214Po tagging. It exploits the fact that the 214Bi �-decay (Q�= 3.3MeV)
and the 214Po ↵-decay (Q↵= 7.8MeV) occur close in time, with a mean lifetime of the 214Po
decay of 237µs. At the high energies relevant for the double beta decay, only the �-decay
will contribute to the background. We assume a tagging e�ciency of 99.8%, as achieved
in EXO-200 [38] and confirmed by us in a Monte Carlo simulation, assuming that 214Po
decays can be detected up to 1ms after the initial 214Bi decay. The event rate from radon,
considering the same 0.1µBq/kg contamination level as for the dark matter search region, is
0.035 events/(t·y) in a ±3� energy region around Q�� .

We have also estimated the background from elastic neutrino-electron scatters from 8B
solar neutrinos. As the endpoint of the electron recoil energy spectrum extends up to about
14MeV, such single-site scatters are a potential background source for double beta experi-
ments. Using the 8B neutrino flux of �8B=5.82⇥106 cm�2s�1 [8] and mean scattering cross
sections of �⌫e=59.4⇥10�45 cm2 and �⌫µ=10.6⇥10�45 cm2 for electron- and muon-neutrinos
respectively [22], we obtain an event rate 0.036 events/(t y) in the energy region of interest,
see also table 3. While this is above the expected background from 2⌫��-decays, and similar
to the radon contribution, it is well below the one from detector materials.

The expected total background in a ±3� region around the Q-value is 4.6 events/(t·y)
in 6 t of LXe fiducial mass. With an exposure of 30 t·y, a sensitivity to the neutrinoless
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136Xe: 

Figure by Marc Schumann, Bern
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Figure 4. (Left): integral background rate in ±3� energy region around the Q-value (2385–2533 keV)
as a function of fiducial LXe mass. (Right): predicted background spectrum around neutrinoless
double beta decay peak for 6 t fiducial mass. We show the overall background (thick black solid)
which includes contributions from detector materials (black), from 0.1µBq/kg of 222Rn in the LXe
(black dashed), from 8B neutrino scatters (green dotted)and 2⌫��-decays with T1/2=2.11⇥1021 y
inside the liquid xenon (blue). The potential signal for the neutrinoless double beta decay (0⌫��,
red) assumes T1/2=1.6⇥1025 y.

The Q-value of the double beta decay of 136Xe is (2458.7±0.6) keV [55]. Employing
an energy scale based on a linear combination of the charge and light signals, which have
been shown to be anti-correlated in liquid xenon TPCs [15, 18, 53], the extrapolated energy
resolution is �/E = 1% in this high-energy region.

The combined e�ciency of the fiducial volume and multi-scatter cut, which rejects
events with a separation larger than 3mm in the z-coordinate [18] is 99.5% in a ±3� energy
interval around the Q-value. The materials background is dominated by 214Bi, followed by
208Tl decays in the photosensors and in the cryostat, and can only be further reduced, for
a given fiducial volume, by identifying detector construction materials with lower 226Ra and
228Th levels. The background contribution from internal radon can be e�ciently rejected
by so-called 214Bi–214Po tagging. It exploits the fact that the 214Bi �-decay (Q�= 3.3MeV)
and the 214Po ↵-decay (Q↵= 7.8MeV) occur close in time, with a mean lifetime of the 214Po
decay of 237µs. At the high energies relevant for the double beta decay, only the �-decay
will contribute to the background. We assume a tagging e�ciency of 99.8%, as achieved
in EXO-200 [38] and confirmed by us in a Monte Carlo simulation, assuming that 214Po
decays can be detected up to 1ms after the initial 214Bi decay. The event rate from radon,
considering the same 0.1µBq/kg contamination level as for the dark matter search region, is
0.035 events/(t·y) in a ±3� energy region around Q�� .

We have also estimated the background from elastic neutrino-electron scatters from 8B
solar neutrinos. As the endpoint of the electron recoil energy spectrum extends up to about
14MeV, such single-site scatters are a potential background source for double beta experi-
ments. Using the 8B neutrino flux of �8B=5.82⇥106 cm�2s�1 [8] and mean scattering cross
sections of �⌫e=59.4⇥10�45 cm2 and �⌫µ=10.6⇥10�45 cm2 for electron- and muon-neutrinos
respectively [22], we obtain an event rate 0.036 events/(t y) in the energy region of interest,
see also table 3. While this is above the expected background from 2⌫��-decays, and similar
to the radon contribution, it is well below the one from detector materials.

The expected total background in a ±3� region around the Q-value is 4.6 events/(t·y)
in 6 t of LXe fiducial mass. With an exposure of 30 t·y, a sensitivity to the neutrinoless
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Expected backgrounds in DARWIN

• From detailed MC simulations, employing 20 t LXe geometry and Geant4


• Electronic recoils: dominated by solar neutrinos and 2-neutrino double beta decays of 136Xe 
(assumptions: 0.1 ppt of natKr, 0.1 µBq/kg 222Rn)


• Nuclear recoils (as expected from WIMPs and fast neutrons): < 0.03 events/t/y

LB et al., JCAP01 (2014) 044



Backgrounds and WIMPs

• A WIMP with a mass of 40 GeV (100 GeV) and sigma=2x10-48 cm2 (2x10-47 cm2) is well 
above the solar neutrino background


• A WIMP with a mass of 6 GeV and sigma=4x10-45 cm2 has a similar rate as solar 8B 
neutrinos interacting via coherent neutrino-nucleus scatters

⌫ + e� ! ⌫ + e� ⌫ +N ! ⌫ +NLB et al., JCAP01 (2014) 044


